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Abstract
In this paper, an instruction-level analytical power

model for the low power Systems on a Chip (SoC) is pm-
posed. The inter-instruction effects are obtained with
combining different instructions for program running in a
processor, such as DSP, CPU for Embedded SoC. Varia-
tions in base costs as different operands and addresses
are also observed. Finally, power consumption of one
section of DSP program is measured and compared with
the estimated value by our model, which shows that the
proposed model is simp le and effective for estimating the
power consumption of program and it is useful for further
software/hardware co-design of SoC.
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1 Introduction
With the coming of SoC era, because of the limitation

of battery duration and power dissipation of Embedded
SoC, low power design technique can result in longer
operating time and lower temperature distribution in the
chip. Power analysis and optimization of SoC could be
applied at different levels, from the lowest layout level to
the highest system level, from hardware to software. At
the lower levels, such as circuit level and logic level, very
accurate power value of circuit could be obtained via the
circuit-level simulation tool [1, 2, 3]. But the high compu-
tational complexity of simulating the hardware description
of a large scale processor system in Embedded SoC
would render them infeasible for use in power estimation
and design decisions. Power estimation technologies can
also be based at RTL 4] and system levels [5], which
greatly decrease the complexity. However, because of the
lack of information of the hardware architecture, these
approaches at RTL or system levels can not be used
efficiently. A new power estimation technology proposed
by Tiwari was based on instruction-level characterization
[6]. The processor here is considered as a black box, the
power consumption of all the instructions are measured [7,
8], then the power model can be proposed. Optimizing the
program codes [9], the power consumption can be greatly
reduced.
As we know, there was no effective power model for

processors in which the programs running, which d-
structed the design of low power SoC. The instruction-
level power models are just for the estimation and optimi-
zation for the software program, which can help for
choosing the proper DSP core for the low power system
or optimizing the software with low power compilation
technology.
A new instruction-level power model for the embedded

processors widely used in SoC is proposed by measuring
the powers of most individual instructions with different
operands and addresses for program running in a popular
DSP and approximating the results, which is high-level
analytical model and is helpful for developing the proper
low power compiler to constructing a framework of power
estimation and optimization in all processors. An analysis
on the inter-instruction effects is also performed.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 derives
the power model. Section 3 gives the verification method.
Section 4 elaborates the power analysis of target DSP and
the experimental results. Conclusions and future work is
given in section 5.

2 Power Model
According to the power estimation approach proposed

by Tiwari [6], and the basic power equation (1), the in-
struction power consumption could be divided into two
components, base power costs and inter-instruction ef-
fects.

E=BP<T=Ix Vc xNxt. (1)
where E is the energy consumed by the program, P is the
average power consumption, Tis the running time, I is the
average current, V, is the power voltage, N is the cycle
number of the program and ris the cycle period.
2.1 Base Power Costs
The base power cost for an instruction is determined

by executing a loop wth several same instructions, and
then the average current could be measured. The power
voltage V, the number of cycles taken by the instruction
Nand the cycle period rcould be obtained, thus using (1),
the energy or the power consumption of one instruction
could be readily evaluated.

Instructions with different operands and different ad-
dressing modes can have different base power costs,
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which are considered as variations in base costs. In [6],
Intel 486DX2 was taken as the prototype and some varia-
tions were discussed. First, variation in the immediate
value led to power variation, but the variation was less
than 5%. Second, involving memory operands, a variation
depending on the address was observed. Hence, the
variation sometimes could be very notable, so the varia-
tion can not be ignored.
2.2 Inter-instruction Effects
When sequences of different instructions are consid-

ered, inter-instruction effects come into play. They are as
follows.
a. Effect of Circuit State: the output and the state of a

circuit is a function of the present inputs and the pre-
vious state of the circuit. Because of the context in a
program, the power cost of an instruction in a program
may be different from its base cost. More power must
be consumed as the overhead.

b. Effect of Resource Constraints: besides the effect of
the context of an instruction, resource constraints can
lead to stalls, such as pipeline stalls and write buffer
stalls. The stalls consume more cycles to execute the
instruction.

c. Effect of Cache Misses: compared with a cache hit, a
cache miss consume more cycles to access the re-
quired data. So the penalty must be also considered in
an accurate instruction-level power model.

2.3 Full Description ofPower Model
For a given program, the consumed energy can be de-

termined by Equation (2).
E, =>J(B x N.) + J:(O xN.J) +IEk (2)

1 ~~~~~1,] k'i i,~j. k

where Bi is the base costs of the ith instruction, Oij is the
overhead between the ith and jth instructions, and the
global effects, such as cache misses and stalls, could be
considered as Ek.

3 Verification Method
3.1 Processor Architecture and Instruction Sets

The target ADSP-2189 is a single-chip processor opti-
mized for digital signal processing and other high speed
numeric processing applications. A full description of the
DSP is available from the manuals [11] provided by Ana-
log Devices, Inc. The processor contains three independ-
ent computational units: the ALU, the multiplier and ac-
cumulator (MAC) and the Barrel shifter. They all process
16-bit data directly and support multi-precision computa-
tions. The processor has specific architecture for the
parallel operations, which supports computing and ac-
cessing data in memory in one cycle.

Every instruction can execute in a single processor cy-
cle in ADSP-2189 and context can switch in a single cycle,
too. With respect of function, the instructions are divided

into six groups [12], which are ALU, MAC, SHIFT, MOVE,
Multifunction and MISC instructions, which functions
are as follows.
a. The first three groups are ALU, MAC and Shift instruc-

tions. They form computational instructions bgether,
thus they finish the main function of signal processing.

b. The MOVE instructions read or write the register file
and memory, and control the data transfer between the
processor and peripherals through 10 ports.

c. The Multifunction instructions can finish both a com-
putational operation and a data transfer operation in
one cycle, which is considered as parallel instructions.

d. The MISC instructions have other functions, such as
flow controlling, interrupting and power management.

3.2 Measurement Method
A development board, ADSP-2189M EZ-KIT Lite [13],

and a digital oscilloscope, Agilent 54622A [14], are used
in the power measurement. A resistor is connected to the
power pin of the processor, so the average v oltage across
the resistor is measured instead of the current. In the
following description of the power measurement, the
voltage value will be used directly, too. The software,
VisualDSP-H for 21xx [15], is used to debug the program
and measure the power consumption.

4 Power Analysis of Target DSP andExperiment Results
In this section, the instruction-level power analysis of

DSP is presented. The base power cost analysis of in-
structions is dominant, while the inter-instruction effects
are also discussed briefly.
4.1 Base Cost ofInstructions

Instruction base power cost is the main factor of the
instruction power consumption, which can be considered
as one-order approximation of the instruction power
model. The description would be presented as different
instruction groups.
4.1.1 ALU Instructions

The first group contains ALU instructions. The meas-
ured data is shown in Table 1. The instruction reg=reg op
reg (where reg represents all the registers used in ALU
instructions,op stands for all the operation such as add)
consumes an average of about 222mV, and reg=reg op
const (where const represents the immediate constant
data) consumes more, which is about 23OmV. Furthermore,
the maximal variation is about 2.8%. For the instruction
reg=reg op const, variation in the constant value leads to
power variation, that is, the number of l's in the binary
representation of the value can effect the power---the
more l's, the less the power cost.
4.1.2 MAC Instructions

The next group contains MAC instructions, whose in-
struction power data is shown in Table 2. The average
power cost of instruction regreg*reg is about 213mV
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and the variation is about 4.5%.
4.1.3 SHIFT Instructions

The third group includes Shift instructions, which in-
cludes arithmetic shift (ashift) and bgical shift (shift)
instructions. As Table 3 shows, ashift consume more
power than Ishift, which is about 6-7mV. At the same time,
instructions with by const also consume more power than
the corresponding ones without constant value.
Table 1. Base Power Costs ofALU Instructions (Units: mV)

Instruction Average Power Power Variation
reg-reg + reg 221.1 218.75-223.50
reg-reg + const 229.9 228.00-231.75
reg-reg- reg 217.4 214.50 220.25
reg=reg- const 225.0 225.00-225.00
reg=reg and reg 220.3 218.75-221.75
reg-reg and const 228.0 228.00-228.00
reg=reg or reg 226.4 223.75-229.00
reg=reg or const 234.4 231.25-237.50
reg-reg xor reg 221.8 221.75-221.75
reg=regxor const 235.8 232.50 239.00

reg-pass reg 209.9 206.25 213.50
Table 2. Base Power Costs ofMAC Instructions (Units: mV)

Instruction Average Power Power Variation
reg=reg*reg; 212.5 207.75 217.25

reg=reg+reg*reg
if MV sat MR 203.3 203.25 203.25

Table 3. Base Power Costs of SHIFT Instructions (Units: mV)
Instruction Average Power Power Variation

reg=ashift reg 212.4 209.25 215.50
reg=lshift reg 206.3 203.25 209.25

reg=ashift regby const 237.5 231.25-243.75
reg=1shift reg by const 236.6 227.00-246.25

4.1.4 MOVE Instructions
The base costs of the computational instruction

groups, ALU, MAC and Shift have been analyzed. The
fourth group contains all MOVE instructions. The base
costs ofpower consumption are shown in Table 4, where
reg-ept, reg-addr, I, M represent the computational, ad-
dressing, index addressing, modified addressing registers,
DM, PM represent the Data Memory, Program Memory
Read, and addr represents the address constant value.
From the measurement, some conclusions can be pre-
sented as follows.
a. The instructions with immediate operand or address

const consume more power, because the power cost
is obviously effected by the value of the const. For ex-
ample, using linear fit technology, the base cost of in-
struction reg-cpt=const could be computed by Equa-
tion (3). The linear and three order approximation re-
sults are shown in Fig. 1. Although the three order ap-
proximation result is more accurate, but the relative er-
ror for linear one is less than 2.5%, so the simple linear

method is adapted in this paper.
P=4.469n+199.502. (3)

where n denotes the number of l's in the binary repre-
sentation of the const data.
b. The operations related with program memory consume
more power than ones with data memory.

c. The write operations consume more power, but the
difference themselves is not very large.

d. The power of indirect memory instructions is mainly
decided by address index registers 10-17, while the
modified registers MO-M7 have very little effects.

e. The power is also affected by the memory address.
Generally speaking, the more the l's in the binary rep-
resentation of the address and the larger the address
value, the more power the instructions consume.

Table 4. Base Power Costs ofMOVE Instructions
Instruction Average Power (mV)

reg-cpt=reg-cpt 241.4
reg-addr=reg-cpt 239.3
reg-addr=reg-addr 237.4

reg-cpt=const 228.4
reg-addr=const 232.3
CNTR=const 240.3

reg=DM(<addr>) 260.6
reg=DAXI,VM 258.4
reg=PM(I,) 274.7

DM(<addr>)=reg 250.9
DM(I,)=reg 259.2
DM(I,) =const 262.6
PAI,)= reg 280.9

l9tC w 4 e o rr 16 90 - 46 6 1 1

Fig. 1. Linear (Left) and Three Order (Right) Fitting Results for
instruction regcpt=const. The variable for x-axis is n, and the
variable for y-axis is power dissipation of the instruction.
4.1.5 Other Instructions

The base costs of some of multifunction and MISC In-

structions are measured. The results are similar to those
of the above instructions.
4.2 Inter-instruction Effects

In this paper, inter-instruction effects are also consid-
ered and some qualitative conclusions are listed:
a. The combinations of computational instructions do not

affect the power costs notably. However, if the T-

quence of the consecutive instructions is in the same

group, the overhead is even negative.
b. In contrast, if a computational instruction and a MOVE

instruction are combined, the overhead is positive, so
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the pair consumes more power than the sum of the
power of the individual instructions.

c. In general, the overhead of the pair of two MOVE n-
structions is also positive because of the switching ac-
tivities occur on address and data lines.

4.3 Program Resu Its
To validate the estimation model described above, the

approach proposed in previous section can be applied on
several programs to estimate their power consumptions,
and one of them is listed in Table 5.

Because CNTR=-4, the instruction at the label sop must
be executed 4 times. Then the total cycle number is 15,
and the average power can be estimated. The difference is
about 4.9%. If the inter-instruction effects are considered,
some overheads must be added, so the estimated average
power will be a little larger and the error can be decreased.

Table 5. One of Estimated Program Results
Program Power (mV)

start: IO input; 232.3
I4 coef, 232.3
L0 =5; 232.3
L4-5; 232.3
MI = 1; 232.3
M5 = 1; 232.3
CNTRT4; 240.3
MR=0, MA= DM(IO,Ml), MY0= 311O3

PM(I4,M5);
Do sop UNTIL CE,

sop:

MW=MR+MXOl*MYD(SS),MX0=DM(I0,M1 311.3
),M1=P,AA14,M5);
AM=MR+AM *MID(RND); 212.5
IFMV SAT MR; 203.3
jump start; 175.3

Total Program Power 265.0
Estimation Power 252.1
5 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper presents a simple and accurate instruction-
level power model for DSP processor usually embedded
in the SoC. By measuring the base power costs of the
instructions and creating corresponding power analyzing
framework, the analytical model is applied to estimate the
power consumption of DSP programs, where the differ-
ence between the estimated and the measured power can
be less than 5%.

The inter-instruction effects should be taken into con-
sideration for a more accurate instruction-level power
model. We are trying to use this instruction-level power
model for other kinds of processors used in SoC. Fur-
thennore, power analysis is the first step of designing low
power SoC. New system-level power optimization based
on the instruction level power model for the whole SoC

systems must be researched in the future.
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